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• Mandarin Oriental, Taipei has extensive facilities to cater for a wide range of events and functions, from small meetings to
major conferences, celebrations and weddings in sumptuous surroundings.
• Event and function facilities include The Grand Ballroom seating up to 936 guests for a formal banquet, and the Mandarin

F A C T

Ballroom for up to 420 guests for a formal banquet, 5 Oriental Rooms and a well-equipped Business Centre.

S H E E T

• The hotel will be the most sought-after venue in Taipei for high-end weddings, combining opulent ballrooms, a stunning
ceremonial hall, and expert wedding planners to ensure that everything is perfect for the big day.
• Meetings by Mandarin Oriental is a global promise that ensures a truly successful event at every Mandarin Oriental hotel

In the heart of Taipei, the grandest and most prestigious hotel in the city has been created.

and resort worldwide. We match our global promise with a personal approach, creating meetings that are individual as
Mandarin Oriental, Taipei will set a new standard for luxury and hospitality when it makes its

each of our hotels and resorts.
Weddings by Mandarin Oriental

debut in Taipei. The hotel will offer the most spacious accommodation in Taipei, outstanding

• One of the exquisite features of Mandarin Oriental, Taipei is The Grand Salon on the 8th floor with a breathtaking architecture

and creative food and beverage concepts, and Mandarin Oriental’s legendary service.

and a private garden to enjoy.
• With our depth of knowledge and experience, we will help you organise the day of your dreams. Our thoughtful wedding planners
offer customized services to handle every details of your special day, leaving you time to relax and enjoy the excitement.

Hotel Address
166, Dun Hua North Road, 105 Taipei, Taiwan
Telephone +886 (2) 2715 6888

mandarinoriental.com

MOTPE 09/13

Facsimile +886 (2) 2715 6699
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• The 256 rooms and 47 suites at Mandarin Oriental,
Taipei will be the epitome of luxury, providing a stunning
blend of traditional elegance and state-of–the–art
technology.
• Exceptionally spacious guestrooms will range from           
55 sqm to 70 sqm, while truly indulgent executive
suites will range 86 sqm to 133 sqm for our suites. Two
magnificent presidential suites offer the ultimate in
opulence and luxury, each at almost 400 sqm and with
a private spa and gymnasium.

• Mandarin Oriental, Taipei is located in the city center on

• Guests can also look forward to a stylish bar offering

• For business guests and discerning VIPs, the privacy

an extensive range of cocktails and The Mandarin

of the Club Lounge will provide exclusive check-in,

Cake Shop, located in the courtyard, serving delicious

business facilities, breakfast and evening cocktails.

patisserie. Mandarin Oriental’s renowned afternoon tea

Dunhua North road, conveniently located for exploring

will be served in the hotel’s elegant lobby lounge.

many fascinating urban attractions.
• 5 minutes by car to Songshan International Airport and

SPA

AND

F itness

45 minutes  to Taoyuan International Airport.
• The SPA at Mandarin Oriental, Taipei is a world-class

• 8 minutes walk to Nanjing East Road station on Taipei MRT

wellness facility featuring Mandarin Oriental’s signature

Wenhu and Taipei Arena station on MRT Songshan Line.

spa concepts.

• 5 minutes to Taipei Arena, featuring Taipei’s spectacular

• The SPA will offer 12 individual treatment rooms,

concerts, shows and events; 10 minutes to Sun Yat Sen

including four couples’ spa suites and two glamorous

Memorial Hall; and 20 minutes to the historic National

VIP suites. Spectacular heat and water facilities

Palace Museum.

complete the journey of all senses.

• 15 minutes to Taipei 101 and the Xinyi financial district.

• Fitness lovers can enjoy a 20-meter outdoor heated

• Adjacent to the hotel, you will find the Arcade at Mandarin

swimming pool, set amongst landscaped gardens and

Oriental, Taipei, housing the most exclusive luxury brands

a comprehensive fitness center equipped with the latest

in an opulent setting.

cardiovascular and weight training equipment.

• Designed by international design master Tony Chi, three
restaurants at Mandarin Oriental, Taipei will showcase
innovative concepts and superlative cuisines in stylish
venues.
• The Italian restaurant serves authentic dishes in a
relaxed, yet lively setting; the French Brasserie offers
exceptional classic and superb international fare; and
a sophisticated Chinese restaurant serves traditional
Cantonese cuisine.
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